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     39 Names  

 
  
 
 

This Tallit includes the 39 names of the books 
in the Bible.    
               
The names are written in  Hebrew. The Bible represents our        
history and values. It provides a basis for our actions as individual 
and together as the Jewish people.  
Wearing this Tallit embraces you with our story and our heritage. 
Each Tzizit (the fringes on each corner of the Tallit) includes 39 
windings. Each one represents a book in the Bible. 
This Tallit represents the past. You, the wearer, represent the       
present and  the future of our people. 

        Name:  39 Names– Red 

 Style:          PD-39-R- S 

 

 Size:  S      18”X72”  PD-39-R-S 

    

 Fabric:        
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This Tallit has the feel of a luxurious     
Shantung silk on one side, and a velvety, 
smooth satin feeling on the other side made 
of shantung satin poly. The designs on the 
Tallit are appliquéd on the main shawl. 
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This Tallit includes the 39 names of the 
books in the Bible.    
               
The names are written in  Hebrew. The Bible represents our        
history and values. It provides a basis for our actions as individual 
and together as the Jewish people.  
Wearing this Tallit embraces you with our story and our heritage. 
Each Tzizit (the fringes on each corner of the Tallit) includes 39 
windings. Each one represents a book in the Bible. 
This Tallit represents the past. You, the wearer, represent the       
present and  the future of our people. 
 

        Name:  39 Names– Green 

 Style:          PD-39-G 

 

 Size:  S      18”X72”  PD-39-G 

    

 
 Fabric:     
   
  

39Names  
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This Tallit has the feel of a luxurious    
Shantung silk on one side, and a velvety, 
smooth satin feeling on the other side made 
of shantung satin poly. The designs on the 
Tallit are appliquéd on the main shawl. 
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       Name:  54 Portions Blue 

 Style:          PD-54-B 

 
 Size:  S      18”X72”   PD-54-B 

    
 
 Fabric:     
  

 54 Portions  

 נ ד

Torah consists of 54 Parashot (Torah portions) 
 
Every week another Parsha is read and the full cycle is read over the 
course of one year.  The names of the Parashot are written in Hebrew. 
On each side of the Tallit  there are 7 stripes that represent the 6 days         
of Creation and Shabbat - the seventh day.                                                           
The Hebrew letters Nun       and Dalet       are on the stripes.                      
It’s the  numeric value of 54 Parashot.                                                                           
The three goldish stripes represent our forefathers. And the four silvery 
stripes represent our forefathers. Our patriarchs and  matriarchs are the 
foundation of our existence that started thousands of years ago. Our     
patriarchs and  matriarchs are the foundation of our existence that 
started thousands of years ago. You are part of this lineage  

You are the strong link that will strengthen the chain and secure it’s     
continuity into the future. 
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This Tallit has the feel of a luxurious   
Shantung silk on one side, and a velvety, 
smooth satin feeling on the other side made 
of shantung satin poly. The designs on the 
Tallit are appliquéd on the main shawl. 
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 Name:  Fringes of Life 
 
 Style:          PD-FOL-P 
 
 Size:  S      18”X72”  PD-FOL-B 
     
 Fabric:     

  

 

  

 

This design is symbolic of the threads on the four    
corners of the Tallit, 

It is called Tzizit. Each is knotted in a specific way. It is these fringes 
that transform the shawl from a mere garment into become   a Tallit. 

One of the threads in each Tziziit is longer than the  others,. It is this 
thread that is wound in the four spaces between the five knots.    
There are 7, 8, 11, and 13 windings. 

The first three numbers equal 26 - the numerical value of the He-
brew word for G-d, consisting of the four letters  Yod, Heh, Vav, Heh. 
transliterated usually as YHVH,  
pronounced as Adonai. 

The remaining 13 windings equals the numerical value of the He-
brew word Ehad (“one”).                                                                                  
Adonai Echad– The last words of the Shema   ״שמע״  stating  

                                  G-d is One 

 י   ה   ו   ה

 יהוה  אחד

Fringes of Life 

This Tallit has the feel of a luxurious    
Shantung silk on one side, and a velvety, 
smooth satin feeling on the other side made 
of shantung satin poly. The designs on the 
Tallit are appliquéd on the main shawl. 
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        Names: 613 Mitzvot 

 Style:          PD-613 

 Size:  S      18”X72”  PD-613 

    

 Fabric:     
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Also know as TARYAG   Mitzvot.                                                  
TARYAG is the numeric value of  613.     
365 of them are  “you should not do“.   That represent 
the numbers of days in a year. 248 of them are “you should do”. 
That number represents the   number of bones and in the  human 
body 
 
Each small circle represents one of the commandments. The blue 
circles represent the “Don’t Do” The white circle represent the 
“Do”. They are placed accurately as they appear in the Torah. 
The sequence  begins in the upper row on left side of the wearer 
through to the end on the right side and back. 
 
There are 248 circles on the left side and 365 on the right.  
The 248 “do” commandments are on your left side close to your heart.  
The 365 “do not” are on your right side, symbolically (no offense to         
the left handed) the stronger arm, representing your power, your will             
to do good.      

 The combined total of  613 commandments  is your guidance to living 
your life with values and dignity. 

613 Mitzvot (commandments)  

ג“תרי  

This Tallit has the feel of a luxurious    
Shantung silk on one side, and a velvety, 
smooth satin feeling on the other side made 
of shantung satin poly. The designs on the 
Tallit are appliquéd on the main shawl. 
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ALEF Collection 

 
PD-1000-S 
 
7  SMALL Tallitot  (one of each design) 
          
             18”X 72”          $135 each 
 
 39 Names – Red  PD-39-R 

 39 Names- Green PD-39-G 

 39 Names- Blue  PD-39-B 

 Fringes of Life– Blue PD-FOL  

 54 Portions –Blue       PD-54-B  

 54 Portions—Gold PD-54-G      

 613 Mitzvot             PD-613   
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Tallit                        $135   Wholesale 
 
Alef Collection     $898  Wholesale 

  39 NAMES– RED                 39 NAMES –GREEN              39 NAMES– BLUE 

54 PORTIONS –BLUE                                                  54 PORTIONS- GOLD   613 COMMENDMANTS  

 

FRINGES OF LIFE—BLUE 
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Product    Designed in Hawaii, Made in USA (imported fabric), Tzizit made in Israel  

 

Fabric     Shantung satin polyester 

 

Min. Order     Minimum  6 Tallitot 

 

Payment           In full  including shipment. 

     Payment will be processed prior to shipping. 

 

Payment method   Credit cards only 

 

Shipping     Paid by the buyer. 

        Shipped via USPS, UPS  ground or FedEx.  

     Please provide your UPS  or FedEx account info. 

  

Return policy      Please inform us within three days of receiving the goods.  
     An authorization is required prior to shipping goods back. 
 
 

Resale Certificate  Email us your Resale Certificate so your order will not be charged sales tax.  
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                     PO Box 207  Honaunau,  HI 96726 

  E-mail:  info@pardesdesigns.com    Tel: (808) 987-3578    www.PardesDesigns.com 

 
 Bill To: 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________

__________ 

  PO#        ______________________ 
 
PO Date:  __________________ 
 
Customer  ID:  __________________ 

 

Ship To: 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________

_____________ 

 

Product Terms  
_____________________________ 

Shipping Date  
__________________________ 

Date  
_______________ 

Taken By  
____________________________ 

Name on credit card 
 
___________________________________ 

 Credit card number 
 
_____________________________ 

Exp. 
 
____ 

CVS. 
 
_____ 

Visa / Mastercard 
 
____________________ 

TOTAL PRICE  

TAX  

SHIPPING  

MISC.  

TOTAL 
BALANCE DUE 
 
 

 

 

DATE     _________________________ 
 
NAME   _________________________ 
  
 
SIGNATURE 
 

______________________________________________ 

TALLIT 
STYLE 

NAME PRICE 
P/UNIT 

UNITS/
SETS 

TOTAL 
PRICE 

PD-1000ALL ALEF  COLLECTION 
 
(ALL SEVEN DESIGNS) 

945   

PD-39-R 39 NAMES– RED 135   

PD-39-G 39 NAMES– GREEN 135   

PD-39-B 39 NAMES– BLUE 135   

PD-FOL-B  FRINGES OF LIFE– 
BLUE 

135   

PD-54-B 54 PORTIONS - BLUE 135   

PD-54-G  54 PORTIONS - GOLD 135   

PD-613  613 MITZVOT 135   
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                     PO Box 207  Honaunau,  HI 96726 

  E-mail:  info@pardesdesigns.com    Tel: (808) 987-3578    www.PardesDesigns.com 

 
 Bill To: 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________

__________ 

  PO#        ______________________ 
 
PO Date:  __________________ 
 
Customer  ID:  __________________ 

 

Ship To: 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________

_____________ 

 

Product Terms  
_____________________________ 

Shipping Date  
__________________________ 

Date  
_______________ 

Taken By  
____________________________ 

Name on credit card 
 
___________________________________ 

 Credit card number 
 
_____________________________ 

Exp. 
 
____ 

CVS. 
 
_____ 

Visa / Mastercard/ 
 
____________________ 

TOTAL PRICE  

TAX  

SHIPPING  

MISC.  

TOTAL 
BALANCE DUE 
 
 

 

 

DATE     _________________________ 
 
NAME   _________________________ 
  
 
SIGNATURE 
 

______________________________________________ 

STYLE NAME PRICE 
P/UNIT 

UNITS TOTAL 
PRICE 

PD-PR– 39       
 

39 Names of the Torah 
with Tzizit 

$64   

PD-PR-54 54 Portions of the      
Torah with Tzizit 

$64   

PD-PR- 
Lamed Tet 

Mamed Tet –Blue with 
Tzizit 

$64   

PD-PR 
Birkat Hakohanim 

Birkat Hakohanim $64   

     

     

     

PRINTS 
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PARDES depicts the essence of my work intentionally combining vibrant colors with Jewish               
symbolism. In Hebrew PARDES (PaRDeS) means orchard, garden that brings beauty and               
fruitfulness. On a deeper level it is an acronym for the four levels of Torah interpretation.        
From the simplistic to the mystical meaning, which I thrive to convey in my artwork. 
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Sharona O. Lomberg is an Israeli artist and designer. 30 years ago I founded Sharona Silk 
Creations, making hand painted Tallitot on  silk. My art sold  all over the USA, and in the perma-
nent collections in the Jewish Museum and is on the cover of the Ark in Temple Emanuel in 
Honolulu HI, private collections including the late Senator Daniel Inouye, long-time friend of    
Israel.    

Later on I founded a Jewish education non- profit organization in Hawaii. My goal was involving 
the Jewish community and the children to learn and experience the celebrations of Shabbat,    
Holidays, Hebrew language and Tikkun Olam. We were awarded on a state and national level.       

 
   “I didn’t choose to create Judaica art. It came to me.” 
I want to create beautiful and meaningful Tallitot that will connect you with your roots, history 
and strengthen your feeling of connection to us as One people. My Talliitot will depict different 
biblical passages and names, using Jewish Gematria and my personal interpretations. My desire 
for visual beauty,  intellectual rigor and spiritual depth is based on my passion for Judaism. 

 

“I use the Bible, the commentaries and Nature  as great, infinite resources.                             
I was raised in a conservative Yemenite home in Israel. My parents arrived in Israel on operation                 
“Magic Carpet” that freed Jews from Yemen in the  late 1940’s. Our home was filled with Yemenite            
Judaica and I also had  a traditional Yemenite Henna and wedding. One of our core beliefs is                     
Tikkun Olam, repairing the world through acts of kindness. It is those roots and my profound rev-
erence     or Judaism that have inspires my art.                                                                                                                                                                                      
Pardes Designs is dedicated to my beloved parents, Mazal and Zecharia Ozery.  May they rest in 
peace.  

   
   “The family is the heart of a woman’s life”                                                                                                
For over 30 wonderful years I have been married to artist Jon Lomberg. We raised our family in 
Kona,    Hawaii, one of the loveliest places on Earth. Our daughter an acclaimed DJ in California 
DJ Merav  and our son a pilot in the US Navy.      We are so proud of them! 

Now I have time to return to my other passion in life: Judaica textile art. 

 

https://pardes-designs.myshopify.com/admin/online-store/pages/www.jonlomberg.com
https://pardes-designs.myshopify.com/admin/online-store/pages/www.djmerav.com

